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DEDICATED TO MY MOTHERDEDICATED TO MY MOTHERDEDICATED TO MY MOTHERDEDICATED TO MY MOTHERDEDICATED TO MY MOTHER

MAY YOUR DESIRES BE FULFILLED

IN ALL THE WORLDS TO COME AND

MAY THESE FEW LINES CONVEY THE

FEELINGS OF MY HEART TO YOU.

Oh’ mother
Oh’mother, let me embrace you and close my eyes.

Allow me to kiss you and feel the skies.
Your hug to me is like a boon,
it makes me feel as if on moon.

Your hug and your love is co’z you care,
and with you the mind, blood and  body I share.

Your love is the only thing I need,
we are inseparable indeed.

 Even he was amazed to see your affection,
 of God you are a marvelous creation.

Putting in you all the devotion,
Even he felt pride of achieving perfection.

Sanjay Dosaj

❖ ❖

❖ ❖



ABOUT THE BOOK

The overwhelming response of the readers for my
earlier books ‘The Art of Effective Interviews & Magnetic
Personality’and ‘Interview Dynamics and You a Super
Brand’ made me understand the need for a book devoted
exclusively to job interviews. This book comprehensively
covers the entire subject of interviews taking care of topics
like RESUME, THE NON-VERBAL PART OF
INTERVIEWS-including PREPARATION, BODY
LANGUAGE IN AN INTERVIEW and the Mistakes that
candidates often commit in an interview. In the verbal
part after lot of research I could find and formulate
102 questions that consume around 80% of the interview
time and hence help score approximately 80% of the
total points. I have provided guidelines on how to reply
these questions, once a candidate is well prepared with
the non-verbal part and the replies to these questions,
he qualifies the major part of the interview and is
expected to get selected every time he or she appears
for any interview.

I wish all the success to the aspiring candidates of
all the interviews.
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Curriculum Vitae

Or

Resume

CHAPTER - I

What in this world you love the most? Your spouse! Your
parents! Your children! Your Job! Your success!. Most of you must
be having different opinions, to some body spouse may be the
dearest, to some one else the priority may be parents or children,
but one thing that will permanently feature in the reply of every-
one is ‘success’. Everybody loves success, even if someone is in-
different towards his job, or blocked in a job where he does not
have any interest and have not fared well enough and seldom
achieved success, the love for this pleasant emotion is always there
and that too in the top most priority. One may or may not try with
sufficient  efficiency, attitude and aptitude but the aspiration, the
desire and the love for ‘success’ remains unaffected.

Your resume or the curriculum is the only thing which
deserves the same emotions, because it is the documented proof
of the successes you have achieved in various fields in the past. A
resume is your version of the story; through your resume you are
able to tell others what you would like them to know about you.

Mostly a resume or a CV is not prepared with this emotion it
is not taken seriously and is just a simple chronological listing of
the past achievements and experience of the person, but if this
emotion of love and pride towards your past success is
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attached to the CV it becomes a document par excellence, your
creativity comes to its best and you can present yourself in the
most effective and saleable way.

While preparing your CV or a resume the definition and the
difference between the two should always be kept in mind.

As per experts, a resume is a selling tool outlining your skills
and experiences so an employer can see, at a glance, how you can
contribute to the employers work place. As per Yana Parker, a
resume or a CV is a marketing piece and not ‘a career obituary’.
My definition for a resume is in the word resume itself. It explains
the meaning as well as the purpose of the document :

R = Read the
E = Entire
S = Story to
U = Understand
ME = Me

In an interview the interviewer perceives your successes as
per his understanding and assessment. A resume gives you a chance
to put forward your version of the story; through your resume you
are able to showcase your successes the way you perceive them.

A resume and a curriculum are one and the same thing hav-
ing a difference of length and format only, the difference between
the two can be enumerated as below :

CURRICULUM RESUME

It describes in detail It describes in short
one’s professional one’s professional
career over the course career over the course
of one’s life, of one’s life
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